R(NA)-tistic expression: The art of matching unknown mRNA and proteins to environmental response in ecological genomics.
A challenge of modern ecological genomics is reducing uncertainty surrounding the biological inferences from gene expression. For example, approximately 40% of proteins in eukaryotic model organisms do not contain characterized domains (Gollery et al., 2006). Even proteins of "known function" are typically only characterized in the sense that they have a domain function, but provide no information on their biological role within the cell (e.g., activation, pathways or targets). Yet, as molecular ecologists, a common objective is to elucidate how organisms respond to environmental variation through changes in gene expression, including homoeostatic, acclimatory, and adaptive responses to environmental stressors, a challenge increased by poor protein ecological annotation. Now, in this issue of Molecular Ecology, Orsini et al. (2017) use the quintessential Daphnia system to characterize the differences in stress response in three genotypic backgrounds to common biotic and abiotic stressors found in nature. Using an optimized weighted gene co-expression network analysis, they link genes of unknown function to genes that they co-activate with and enrich for gene ontology. Determining the functional networks of genes that behave in genotype- and treatment-specific responses gives insight into possible pathways and respective ecological roles, helping pave the way for the next generation of transcriptomic studies in molecular ecology.